Abstract

A monograph on Jan Kotík (1916–2002) introduces both his art and theoretical work, it deals with a historical and cultural context of the now-defunct Czechoslovakia. Kotík’s – an artist’s, theoretician’s, published author’s, educator’s – artwork enjoys a prominent position in the context of Czech art of the second half of 20th century. An art-historical assessment of artwork was based on Kotik’s artwork inventory and on all the documentation on Kotik’s life and art work archived in the Documentation Department of the Institute of Art History of the Academy of Sciences of the CR and in private archives in the CR and Berlin. The study is based on a method of organic combination of biographical data and art-historical data with quotation of Kotik’s theoretical texts. An evolution of artist’s work is demonstrated chronologically with the context to Czech and world art. The monograph includes chapters: “Father Pravoslav’s Art Studio and Study Years”, “Art Group 42”, “Possibilities of Applied Art”, “Painting-Object”, “Stay in Berlin”, “Returns”.